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The Ice Hole: A Cardboard Comedy 
Pleasance Courtyard (Grand), 60 Pleasance, Edinburgh, EH8 9TJ  

 

Wednesday 2nd – Monday 28th August 2023, 13:00 
 
The creators of Fringe sensation Fishbowl return to Edinburgh with their latest Molière Award 

winning production - The Ice Hole: A Cardboard Comedy.  This innovative show, in the spirit of 

Monty Python and with a Laurel and Hardy style twist, is told by two actors with some side-

splitting and meticulous theatrical acrobatics. 

 

Told using a thousand pieces of cardboard, in a language no-one quite understands, a great 

actor recounts an epic journey from the fjords of Iceland to the dust of the Spanish desert.  He 

may be cursed by the mermaid he once accidentally caught, but he is aided on his madcap 

adventure by a fellow performer and, together, they tell this ridiculously amazing adventure. 

 

Created by Pierre Guillois and Olivier Martin-Salvan, The Ice Hole: A Cardboard Comedy never 

misses a visual gag in its cartoonish burlesque.  The immaculate stagecraft conjures a fantasy 

world for the audience through a precise choreography of cardboard objects, cut-outs and signs.  

In Fishbowl, the innovative company had given up speech and, for this new show, they decided 

to also give up sets, revealing the inner workings of theatre props; through pieces of cardboard 

the great actor’s sidekick creates images of the landscape, people and objects that the traveller 

discovers along the way. 

 

The magic and comedy of the show hinges on the contrast between the immobile traveller – a 

virtuoso of invented language – and the bumbling and fumbling props man whose efforts will 

inevitably save the day. 

 

[The Ice Hole] takes an impossibly complex idea and makes it work through sheer virtuosity… 

There is nothing currently like it on the French stage, and the instant standing ovation rewarded 

the duo’s ingeniousness (The New York Times). 

 

The Ice Hole: A Cardboard Comedy also previews ahead of Edinburgh Fringe at Trinity Theatre in 

Tunbridge Wells from 8th – 10th June. 
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Notes to Editors 

 

Title   The Ice Hole: A Cardboard Comedy 

 

Performance Dates Wednesday 2nd – Monday 28th August 2023, 13:00 

  Saturday 5th August, 14:30 

 

Running Time  75 minutes 

 

Location  Pleasance Courtyard (Grand), 60 Pleasance, Edinburgh, EH8 9TJ 

 

Box Office  Tickets are available from www.pleasance.co.uk  

 Previews: £10 

Weekday: £16 (£14) 

Weekend: £18 (£16) 

 
Created by  Pierre Guillois and Olivier Martin-Salvan 

Technical direction   Colin Plancher 

Cardboard engineering  Charlotte Rodière 

Props   Emilie Poitaux 

Sound creation  Loïc Le Cadre 

Costume advice   Coco Petitpierre 

 

Cast   

Pierre Guillois and Olvier Martin-Salvan 2nd - 5th, 10th - 13th August  

Grégoire Lagrange and Jonathan Pinto-Rocha 6th - 9th, 14th -17th, 21st - 23rd August  

Pierre Guillois and Pierre Bénézit  18th - 20th, 24th - 25th August  

Edouard Pénaud and Pierre Bénézit  26th - 28th August 

 

Notes Ages 12+, contains some adult themes and content 

 

Facebook  /Pierre.Guillois.9 #IceHole #CardboardComedy 

Twitter   @SFTWshows #IceHole #CardboardComedy 

Instagram  @PierreGuillois @SFTWshows #IceHole #CardboardComedy 

 

 

 

 

All enquiries, high res images and further information: 
Chloé Nelkin Consulting 
E: edinburgh@chloenelkinconsulting.com, M: 07764 273 219 (Chloé) 
W: www.chloenelkinconsulting.com  
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